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Abstract: This paper presents the development of an evenly spaced volume time series for Lakes
Azuei and Enriquillo both located on the Caribbean island of Hispaniola. The time series is derived
from an unevenly spaced Landsat imagery data set which is then exposed to several imputation
methods to construct the gap filled uniformly-spaced time series so it can be subjected to statistical
analyses methods. The volume time series features both gradual and sudden changes the latter of
which is attributed to North Atlantic cyclone activity. Relevant cyclone activity is defined as an event
passing within 80 km and having regional monthly rainfall averages higher than a threshold value
of 87 mm causing discontinuities in the lake responses. Discontinuities are accounted for in the
imputation algorithm by dividing the time series into two sub-sections: Before/after the event. Using
leave-p-out cross-validation and computing the NRMSE index the Stineman interpolation proves to
be the best algorithm among 15 different imputation alternatives that were tested. The final time
series features 16-day intervals which is subsequently resampled into one with monthly time steps.
Data analyses of the monthly volume change time series show Lake Enriquillo’s seasonal periodicity
in its behavior and also its sensitivity due to the occurrence of storm events. Response times feature a
growth pattern lasting for one to two years after an extreme event, followed by a shrinking pattern
lasting 5–7 years returning the lake to its original state. While both lakes show a remarkable long
term increase in size starting in 2005, Lake Azuei is different in that it is much less sensitive to storm
events and instead shows a stronger response to just changing seasonal rainfall patterns.
Keywords: lake dynamics; Hispaniola; time series analysis; imputation; trend test; Mann-Kendall
test; linear regression model; change point; Pettitt test; wavelet transform

1. Introduction
Lakes Azuei (LA) and Enriquillo (LE) located adjacent to each other in Haiti, and the Dominican
Republic (DR), respectively, experienced an unprecedented expansion starting in 2005 and lasting until
2014 (Figure 1). This 9-year growth in lake expanse has had dramatic impacts on the surrounding
areas [1]. Due to the very shallow sections at the West and East sides of both lakes, large swaths of
arable land were inundated rendering them useless due to the high salt content, especially around
LE. In addition, the small village of Boca de Cachon, DR, located at the western end of LE, had to be
abandoned and resettled to higher grounds in 2014. Also, the key border crossing in Jimani, along
the main trade highway between the two countries, was threatened to be completely inundated; only
extensive work to raise the road along the eastern stretch of LA kept the highway open for trade
activity [2]. As a consequence, besides responding with immediate short term activities to address the
most pressing issues, both countries have expressed interest in understanding the causes for these
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inundated; only extensive work to raise the road along the eastern stretch of LA kept the highway
open for trade activity [2]. As a consequence, besides responding with immediate short term activities
to address the most pressing issues, both countries have expressed interest in understanding the
surface level raises, so they could devise medium and long term response plans to help alleviate the
causes for these surface level raises, so they could devise medium and long term response plans to
impacts for the local population.
help alleviate the impacts for the local population.
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Spectrum Analysis on the lake’s monthly volume changes. Results suggested variations in coherence
evidence of quasi-periodic interannual and interdecadal variability in the Great Salt Lake (GSL) volume
fluctuations by performing Singular Spectrum Analysis on the lake’s monthly volume changes. Results
suggested variations in coherence of GSL to the regional atmospheric variation and also Northern
Hemisphere sea level pressure. In 2007 Moon et al., [11] built on the aforementioned results and
developed a multivariate, non-parametric model using three atmospheric circulation indices of the
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Southern oscillation index (SOI), the pacific/North America (PNA) climatic index, and the central
North Pacific (CNP) climatic index for short-term forecasting of the GSL monthly volume.
The main underlying data source for the work presented here are the lake Volume Time Series
(VTS) of the two lakes that are derived from Lake Surface area (obtained from Landsat imagery) and
bathymetric data [12] to analyze the lakes’ patterns (for more on the creation of the volume data
sets see [12]). This dataset reaches sufficiently far back into the past (1972) to yield a reasonable
“long” (47 years) time series, which in turn can be used for both watershed budget calculations
and time series analysis. The analyses considered for this study include the detection of sudden
shift variations (Change Point Detection), cyclical or periodic variations (Wavelet Transforms), and
steady increase/decrease (Trend Analysis), which are all meaningful aspects of the non-stationary
characteristics of a data series as they help to identify internal or external stimuli [6]. None of these
characteristics, however, are easily computed from remote sensing data which are not consistent and
feature numerous gaps due to overpass scheduling, sensor failure, or other issues such as cloud and
cloud shadow obstructions. Hence, the first task is to develop an evenly spaced VTS with meaningful
intervals for the analyses scope, before carrying out the time series analyses on the Storage/Volume
Change Time Series (VCTS) that helps to better understand the lakes’ behavior and responses to climate
and/or human-induced forcing. The work presented here is necessarily tied to the individual setting of
these two lakes, an observation that is common when researching lakes, because lakes tend to be very
unique in their characteristics. Yet, the authors hope that the presented sequence of steps is sufficiently
generic in nature to aid other scientists carrying out similar work especially when only very limited
data sources are available.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Acquisition and Observational Volume Time Series
Landsat images are available about every 16 days and have been produced since 1972 (Landsat-1)
using an evolution of different satellites and instrument loads throughout the years until this day
(currently the Landsat-8 mission, with Landsat-9 slated to be launched in 2020). Our study area falls
into the Worldwide Reference System (WRS) of path 8 and row 47 of Landsat scenes yielding a set of
more than 400 available images from all Landsat sensors. While the majority of time intervals between
images are 16 days, there are several gaps of various sizes the largest of which is about 4 years (1974
to 1978 and 1992 to 1996). In very few cases, the time spacing is actually shorter, i.e., 8 days, due
to the overlapping schedule of two different satellites operating simultaneously between 2000 and
2001. Of all archived images 252 and 297 images for LE and LA, respectively [13], proved suitable for
constructing the lakes’ surface area time series. Subsequent derivation of the lakes’ observational VTS
was achieved through combining the bathymetry of LE and LA and the lake surface area values; for
more on this the reader is referred to [12–16]. Figure 2 presents the observational VTS’ for both lakes
for the period of 1972–2017.
The lake volume data naturally exhibit the same interval and gap patterns as the original Landsat
imagery time series, i.e., between 8 days and 4 years. The volume of both lakes shows smooth
oscillations throughout the temporal domain. For example, LE exhibits a decreasing trend for the
years between 1984 to 1998, followed by a slight increase up to 2000; a slight decrease until 2003, before
encountering a dramatic increase up to 2014 after which it seemed to have been stopped and at the
time of this writing shows a decrease again. Note that both lakes, in general, show similar trends
but on smaller time scales exhibit both synchronous and asynchronous behavior. Both lakes also
show patterns of sudden changes. For example, in September 1998, LE’s volume suddenly leaped in a
matter of just a few days as a result of Hurricane activity (which was then recorded a few later by the
Landsat satellite).
These types of events can be observed several times throughout the period between 1972–2017,
suggesting the existence of external forcing triggering these responses. In normal situations (meaning
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no extreme events present such as hurricanes moving through), the volume fluctuation of the lakes
stay within smaller ranges and the increase/decrease pattern of any of the two lakes spreads out over
longer time intervals. These changes in parameter characteristics thus needed to be identified first
before any modification was applied to the raw dataset making sure that the evenly spaced generated
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Figure 2. Lakes Azuei’s and Enriquillo’s volume time series.
Figure 2. Lakes Azuei’s and Enriquillo’s volume time series.
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volume for both lakes were fairly smooth (monthly time scales), based upon which the decision was
made to apply interpolation, smoothing, and seasonal decompositions approaches to construct a
corresponding monthly VTS which is well matched by typical time increments (daily, weekly or
monthly) available in atmospheric data sets. Note, that extreme events such as the occurrence of
Hurricanes at times yielded a very fast response with time scales of just a few days prompting the
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Figure 3. Datasets of volume change boxplots.

Identifying outliers and associating them with corresponding dates in the temporal domain for all
datasets showed that 1979, 1998, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012, and 2013 were the years in which the
positive outliers of LE had occurred. For LA, the positive outliers were related to the years of 1988,
1999, 2000, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, while the negative ones happened in 1991, 1997, 1998,
1999, 2000, 2001, 2003, and 2010. Positive outliers of the LE dataset showed that extreme anomalies
always caused lake growth and that no phenomenon ever caused the lake to shrink beyond its normal
fluctuations. Conversely, LA was much more affected by both gaining and losing water beyond its
normal variations.
In order to differentiate the outliers to see how they changed the lake regime, focus was placed
on the analysis of volume change values right after the outlier. A regime shift was observed when a
positive outlier was followed by another positive outlier. Conversely, when the targeted outlier was
followed by a value in the normal range, no regime shift was observed in the lakes’ behavior. In the
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case of negative outliers no such pattern was observed, the following volume change values were
always in the normal range (the normal range is between the high and low end bars in the box plot).
All outliers of LE were followed by positive changes that were higher than the normal range, except
for the years of 2009 and 2013. For LA, only the outliers occurring in 2007 and 2008 were followed by
other positive outliers. The need to find additional underlying causes of outlier occurrences, prompted
further examination of the watersheds’ physics to look for a trigger. Outliers can be the sign of errors
in measurements or they could also be the response signal to an actual event [28–31]. Precipitation is
typically the main contributor to closed-basin lakes both as direct deposition and run-off collection
from the watershed. They occur at different time scales however, i.e., direct rainfall can cause a sudden
change to the lake storage while runoff coming from the watershed would be built up gradually over
time as it pours into the lake in the aftermath of a storm event. Hence, severe storm events have
the ability to cause rapid lake responses, followed by slower runoff volumes being added. The only
balancing process is lake surface evaporation which, however, takes place at even larger time scales.
Hence, the combination of these processes, sudden strong rainfall, moderately fast runoff, and then
slow evaporation, will yield sudden increases in water level which takes months to several years to
return to its original equilibrium state [32–34].
The main source of extreme rainfall in our study area is the occurrence of either tropical storms or
hurricanes. Hispaniola is located within the typical corridor of North Atlantic cyclones, many of which
impact the Caribbean islands during the months of late summer and early fall. The impact varies
however and only cyclones which pass directly over or in close proximity of the lakes’ watershed tend
to register a significant amount of precipitation which was identified to be within a 50-mile distance of
the lakes’ watersheds.
The anomalies for both lakes suggested a strong correlation between cyclone activities in the
years of 1979 (Tropical Storm Claudette and Hurricane David), 1998 (Hurricane George), 2005 (Tropical
Storm Alpha), 2007 (Tropical Storm Noel), 2008 (Tropical Storms Fay and Gustav), and 2012 (Tropical
Storm Isaac); with each cyclone contributing to monthly rainfall rates higher than 87.6 mm over
the lakes and their watersheds. Comparison with the observational VTS indicated that significant
changes in lake volume happened within a window of fewer than two weeks following each of the
individual cyclones thus confirming their impact and the corresponding occurrences of outliers. These
“cyclone singularities” in the VTS were used to split the time series into before- and after-sections so
the imputation algorithms would not be “distracted” by the singularity. Figure 4 shows an example of
how to integrate a cyclone’s effect in the interpolation process. In this figure, the sub-series is split into
two smaller parts: One before and one after hurricane George (1998), so the general characteristics of
the lake stay disconnected from this one-time extreme event and the behavioral characteristic of the
lake after the storm does not affect its behavior before. The same procedure was considered for all
other influential cyclones.
Hydrology 2019, 6, x
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2.2.2. Evenly Spaced Time Series Construction
Due to the two 4-year gaps in lake volume data (1974 to 1978 and 1992 to 1996), the observational
VTS was split into two separate time regions, i.e., before and after 1996. Since the 16-day interval featured
the most data points, it was used as the reference interval. The level of missingness for both lakes was
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2.2.2. Evenly Spaced Time Series Construction
Due to the two 4-year gaps in lake volume data (1974 to 1978 and 1992 to 1996), the observational
VTS was split into two separate time regions, i.e., before and after 1996. Since the 16-day interval
featured the most data points, it was used as the reference interval. The level of missingness for both
lakes was around 90% (time span 1972 to 1996), and 47% and 56% (1996 to 2014), for LA and LE,
respectively. Due to the high level of missingness between 1972–1996 and also for 2014–2017 (only a few
data points emerged for this time span) the focus centered on the available data between 1996–2014.
Since the time shift of the Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM data products was only 8 days, any
start date for a 16-days interval based time series would necessarily negate the common use of either
all of the Landsat-5 TM or the Landsat-7 ETM data points (data points would alternate on a 8-day
offset). To address this issue, one could either build an 8-day time series, which causes an increase in
the number of missingness or split the time series into smaller parts, analyze them separately, and
then merge the results. The second option was deemed more appropriate because it permitted the
retention of all data from both Landsat satellites. For this purpose, the time series was split into three
sections which permitted the inclusion of the 8-day shift. The first part of the time series (10 June 1996,
to 26 December 1999) was comprised of LT5 data with a 16-day interval, the second part (January 2000,
to January 2001) was a mix of Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM data with an 8-day interval, and the
third part (22 February 2001, to 21 August 2014) corresponded to the values derived from Landsat-7
ETM, again using a 16-day interval. Note that the observational VTS was later divided into more
subsections based on the date of influential cyclones. Since the response times of the lakes to forcing
was slow (monthly time scales) the imputed time series (8 and 16-days intervals) were resampled to
yield a VTS with monthly intervals.
2.3. Time Series Analysis
While the previous section dealt with the creation of evenly spaced VTS with monthly time
steps, this section addresses the actual time series analyses, including the investigations of periodicity,
abrupt changes, and monotonic increasing or decreasing pattern. One of the widely used tools to
investigate the periodic pattern of time series is the wavelet transform analysis [35]. In this method,
called continuous wavelet transform (CWT), the time series is decomposed in the time and frequency
domains identifying the dominant frequency as well as its temporal variation [35–37] and it has been
frequently used to shed some light on the complex characteristics of hydro-climatic variables [8,38–43].
Another representation of a wavelet spectrum, called the Global Wavelet Power Spectrum (GWPS),
can also be used to determine the dominating time scales within a time series, whereby the coefficients
of a power spectrum for one scale are averaged over the length of the entire time series [36]. Both
CWT and GWPS were considered suitable and thus chosen for the purpose of this study. Note that the
influential outliers were first removed using Cook’s Distance method [44–46] because the preliminary
analysis showed their effect on the periodicity results derived from CWT. The GWPS, on the other
hand, seemed to remain unchanged and resistant to the presence of outliers. The statistical significance
for CWT was estimated using Monte Carlo methods and the results of GWPS were compared to the
null red-noise which is an adequate procedure for identifying significance when performing frequency
analysis [36,47].
In addition to detecting periodicity of a time series which could be correlated to regional or
global climate variability [48], detecting in-homogeneities and changes in time series are critically
important, as they can reveal the role of any external or internal stimulus which has triggered a shift
in a phenomenon [49]. A change point (CP) is defined as a probable point with the most/significant
likelihood in time from where onward the statistical characteristics of the time series change. There are
a number of CP detection methods based on parametric or non-parametric statistical tools, developed
to detect such abrupt changes [50–53]. Among these methods, the Pettitt test is a non-parametric test
that has been widely used in hydrological and climatological studies to detect a single CP in continuous
time series. Its applications in hydrology encompass studies investigating the changes in groundwater,
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surface runoff, and river discharges due to the climate change or human activities [54–60]. Using this
test, the Pettitt’s statistics of Ut,n and Kt [52] were calculated in addition to the associated probability to
determine whether a CP existed in the time series.
As a last step a trend test, which was performed on the Lakes’ VCTS, was executed. The detected
trend in data exhibits a steadily gradual increase or decrease of the trend over time. Depending on
the characteristics of the data, such as the existence of missing values, outliers, serial correlation,
non-normality, censored data, CP, and periodicity, etc., the detection of a trend is challenging, and
the analysis test may result in false detection or ignorance of the trend values [61]. Identifying these
characters helps with the choice of the test to be used. There are two test type classifications: parametric
methods and non-parametric methods. An example for a parametric test is linear regression which
requires the data to be independent and normally distributed [62]. Some of the most commonly used
non-parametric methods in hydrological, climatological, and meteorological fields are Mann-Kendall,
Spearman’s rho and Sen’s Slope method [56,58–61,63–68], among which the Mann-Kendall method has
been widely used to detect the significance of the trend in a time series. The Mann-Kendall trend test,
which uses the rank of observations, is known to be less sensitive to the outliers and the distribution of
the data, thus is suitable for hydrological data which usually features outliers and other less-desirable
characteristics of time series [67]. Along with the Mann-Kendall test, a linear regression analysis was
performed for comparison purposes and also to examine the significance of CP and periodicity along
with the trend which also featured the introduction of Shift and Seasonality factors to the general form
of linear regression. The influential outliers and the serial correlation of the VCTS were removed using
Cook’s distance and pre-whitening methods (TFPW) [69,70], prior to performing linear regression tests
and the results were examined to see if they follow a Gaussian distribution. Since the Mann-Kendall
test is resistant to outliers, the only factor contributing to this test was the presence of CPs. Therefore,
the test was adopted to the two sub-periods of before and after CP separately. Note that all analyses
were carried out on the rate-of-change time series (Volume Change Time Series, VCTS) rather than the
monthly imputed VTS because a focal point is also to investigate the variation of the VCTS.
3. Results
3.1. Monthly Imputed Volume and Volume Change Time Series
Imputation was carried out using 15 different algorithms (as listed in Table 1) in order to identify
the algorithm producing the best results. Best results here mean to introduce the least amount of
bias [71], preserving the original characteristics, and achieving a high degree of precision [72]. Using
the three temporal sections (1996–2001, 2000–2001, and 2001–2014) and applying them to LE and LA,
most of the algorithms, except the random value sample method, seasonally decomposition, and
seasonally split methods using random value sample, showed a high degree of correlation, i.e., 98%.
Defining the performance accuracy of imputation methods is challenging because there is a dearth
of comparative datasets. Performance of an applied imputation can be validated, however, in terms of
outputs instead of using reference values [19]. Methods that use this approach include leave-one-out
cross-validation, leave-p-out cross-validation, and k-fold cross-validation [73]. Using the leave-p-out
cross-validation approach and defining P as the number of missingness in the original time series,
the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) was used to test the performance of the various
imputation methods. The procedure involved the random removal of different sets of the observed
data points resulting in a collection of about 1000 different data sets yielding a corresponding set
of NRMSE values for each imputation method used. The performance could then be evaluated by
computing the average NRMSE for each imputation method considered.
The results are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, all NRMSE values are close except those that
apply random values, which is not unexpected. Among all methods, the Stineman interpolation [74]
yielded the smallest NRMSE values for all six time series sections making it the method of choice for
further evaluation. This is being supported as the method has previously been shown to perform
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well in the presence of abrupt changes [74] and also when the density of data points in the temporal
domain varies significantly [75]. Clearly, the Random Value Sample, Seasonally Decomposition by
Random, and Seasonally Split by Random methods did not perform well because of the nature of the
methods which assigns random values to the missing points. In this procedure the assigned value
was sometimes very high or very low which introduced additional disruptions in the lakes’ volume
time series between abrupt change episodes. Note though, that some of the methods produced similar
results, i.e., there is no one perfect standout method while all others performed badly.
Table 1. The Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) of imputation results.
NRMSE
Lake Azuei

Imputation Method

Linear Interpolation
spline Interpolation
Stineman Interpolation
Kalman Smoothing using Structural Model
Kalman Smoothing using ARIMA State Space Representation
Simple Moving Average
Linear Weighted Moving Average
Exponential Weighted Moving Average
Random Value Sample
Seasonally Decomposition by Linear Interpolation
Seasonally Decomposition by Random
Seasonally Decomposition by Weighted Moving Average
Seasonally Split by Linear Interpolation
Seasonally Split by Random
Seasonally Split by Weighted Moving Average

Lake Enriquillo

1996–2000

2000–2001

2001–2014

1996–2000

2000–2001

2001–2014

0.272
0.412
0.269
0.282
0.295
0.327
0.306
0.295
1.478
0.271
1.599
0.297
0.272
1.739
0.293

0.380
0.694
0.375
5.865
6.135
0.475
0.434
0.438
1.809
0.381
1.633
0.429
0.379
1.698
0.433

0.020
0.027
0.019
0.068
0.070
0.031
0.027
0.026
1.442
0.020
1.405
0.026
0.020
1.426
0.025

0.108
0.178
0.094
0.105
0.110
0.191
0.171
0.158
1.723
0.111
1.470
0.156
0.110
1.659
0.158

0.056
0.120
0.048
0.206
0.215
0.137
0.121
0.121
1.735
0.055
1.818
0.122
0.056
1.733
0.127

0.018
0.029
0.016
0.089
0.093
0.034
0.029
0.027
1.536
0.018
1.579
0.027
0.018
1.399
0.027

Integrating the storm information, and applying the Stineman interpolation method, the monthly
values were computed with the resulting VTS and the original observations as shown in Figure 5.
In order to validate the monthly imputed VTS, its VCTS were constructed and compared with the
observational 32-day VCDS. Note that the datasets produced from imputation corresponded to the
period of 1996 to 2014, while the observations were distributed between 1972 and 2017. Although the
time spans were not the same, the values of the datasets were related to the same lake characteristics,
hence it was assumed that they possess the same statistical characteristics. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of each VCDS, along with their boxplot and outlier position. Values of minimum,
maximum, mean, median, and other statistical parameters for the datasets were calculated and shown
in Table 2. The graphs for observations and imputed data values were reasonably similar as were
the statistical comparison values. As a next step, it was important to establish if both data sets had
the same distribution for which one could compute the significance level of their differences via a
Bootstrap test.
Table 2. Statistical variables of the lakes volume change datasets.
Lake

Series

No. Points

Min

1st Qu

Median

Mean

3rd Qu

Max

SD

Enriquillo

32-day dataset
Monthly imputed

112
216

−0.0415
−0.0483

−0.0072
−0.0073

0.0084
0.0009

0.0221
0.0109

0.0320
0.0165

0.3437
0.1943

0.0509
0.0362

Azuei

32-day dataset
Monthly imputed

165
216

−0.0197
−0.0183

−0.0014
−0.0017

0.0032
0.0007

0.0029
0.0019

0.0061
0.0044

0.0435
0.0377

0.0083
0.0070
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Figure 5. Lake Azuei’s and Lake Enriquillo’s monthly volume time series (grey points) and observational
Figure 5. Lake Azuei’s and Lake Enriquillo’s monthly volume time series (grey points) and
time series (orange diamonds).
observational time series (orange diamonds).

In order to validate the monthly imputed VTS, its VCTS were constructed and compared with
the observational 32-day VCDS. Note that the datasets produced from imputation corresponded to
the period of 1996 to 2014, while the observations were distributed between 1972 and 2017. Although
the time spans were not the same, the values of the datasets were related to the same lake
characteristics, hence it was assumed that they possess the same statistical characteristics. Figure 6
shows the distribution of each VCDS, along with their boxplot and outlier position. Values of
minimum, maximum, mean, median, and other statistical parameters for the datasets were calculated
and shown in Table 2. The graphs for observations and imputed data values were reasonably similar
as were the statistical comparison values. As a next step, it was important to establish if both data
sets had the same distribution for which one could compute the significance level of their differences
via a Bootstrap test.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the 32-day and monthly volume change datasets boxplot and distribution.
Table 2. Statistical variables of the lakes volume change datasets.

Lake

Series
No. Points Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max SD
32-day dataset
112
−0.0415 −0.0072 0.0084 0.0221 0.0320 0.3437 0.0509
Enriquillo
Monthly imputed
216
−0.0483 −0.0073 0.0009 0.0109 0.0165 0.1943 0.0362
32-day
dataset
165
−0.0197
−0.0014
0.0435 0.0083
Figure 6. Comparison of the 32-day and monthly
volume
change0.0032
datasets0.0029
boxplot0.0061
and distribution.
Azuei
Figure 6. Comparison
of the 32-day and
volume
change0.0007
datasets0.0019
boxplot0.0044
and distribution.
Monthly imputed
216 monthly
−0.0183
−0.0017
0.0377 0.0070
Statistical parameters of choice for comparison include mean, median, maximum, minimum,
Table 2. Statistical
of the lakes
volumeas
change
25th quantile, 75th quantile,
variance,variables
and standard
deviation
well datasets.
as skewness and kurtosis as
measures of asymmetry and “tailedness” of the probability distribution. Results of the Bootstrap
Lake
Series
No. Points Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max SD
test showed an agreement among all statistical characteristics of both series (except LA’s median
32-day dataset
112
−0.0415 −0.0072 0.0084 0.0221 0.0320 0.3437 0.0509
values)
yielding a 1% significance level. Hence, it was concluded that the statistical variable of the
Enriquillo
Monthly imputed
216
−0.0483 −0.0073 0.0009 0.0109 0.0165 0.1943 0.0362
observational and imputed datasets share the same characteristics with a confidence level of 99%. The
32-day dataset
165
−0.0197 −0.0014 0.0032 0.0029 0.0061 0.0435 0.0083
two
monthly imputed VCTS for LA and LE are shown in Figure 7.
Azuei
Monthly imputed
216
−0.0183 −0.0017 0.0007 0.0019 0.0044 0.0377 0.0070

Statistical parameters of choice for comparison include mean, median, maximum, minimum,
25th quantile, 75th quantile, variance, and standard deviation as well as skewness and kurtosis as
measures of asymmetry and “tailedness” of the probability distribution. Results of the Bootstrap test
showed an agreement among all statistical characteristics of both series (except LA’s median values)
yielding a 1% significance level. Hence, it was concluded that the statistical variable of the
observational and imputed datasets share the same characteristics with a confidence level of 99%.
The two monthly imputed VCTS for LA and LE are shown in Figure 7.
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3.2. Periodicity Detection: Wavelet Transform
The result of GWPS and the CWT analyses on the monthly VCTS are plotted in Figure 8 for both
LA and LE spanning the years 1997 to 2014. Both the global and the power spectrum showed the 1-year
cycle to be the most dominant scale of variation in the monthly VCTS of LE. The higher power (darker
colors) showed mostly for periods in the 8–16 months bracket (annual scale) throughout the entire
temporal domain, with some patches formed for sub-annual scales. The annual scale was significant
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3.2. Periodicity Detection: Wavelet Transform
The result of GWPS and the CWT analyses on the monthly VCTS are plotted in Figure 8 for both
LA and LE spanning the years 1997 to 2014. Both the global and the power spectrum showed the 1year cycle to be the most dominant scale of variation in the monthly VCTS of LE. The higher power
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Note that the multi-annual periodicity (2 to 5 years) of the lakes’ variability did not turn out to be
statistically significant which ruled out the correlation to the large-scale atmospheric teleconnections.
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Figure 9. Top: monthly Variation of lake’s volume change for Lake Enriquillo and Lake Azuei [the
data used to graph boxplots is imputed monthly volume time series for the years of 1996 to 2014];
Bottom: monthly precipitation pattern at Jimani Station (1951–2015).
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The Pettitt test predicted significant CPs in 2005 for both LE (April) and LA (August). The
resulting monthly VCTS are plotted in Figure 10 along with 𝑈 , , two confidence levels of 95% and
99%, and a vertical line that denotes the estimated CP locations (red dotted line).
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test (Bootstrap) was applied. The resulting probability for the mean showed a significant increase after
the occurrence of the CP, thus explaining why both lakes had experienced constant growth after 2005.
In both cases, the probability value was less than 0.001, corresponding to a confidence level
higher than 99.99%. Mean and variance were also used as two important parameters to detect changes
in the monthly VCTS characteristics. After removing the outliers from the series, a non-parametric
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The changes in variance values, however, were not significant. Therefore, it was concluded that the
positive shift in the mean value of volume change was responsible for the growth of both lakes which
started in 2005 and not 2003 as previously reported in the literature. It also meant that the increase
observed in both lakes volume prior to 2005 was in the normal range. Between 2005 and 2012, five
North Atlantic cyclones in form of tropical storms or hurricanes had passed in the vicinity of the lakes’
watersheds (less than 80 km away) with rainfall rates of more than 87 mm/month which correlated
with positive shift occurrences in both lakes monthly VCTS.
3.4. Trend Test: Mann-Kendall Test and Linear Regression Model
The result of both Mann Kendall and linear regression trend tests showed statistically
non-significant trends, having p-values of higher than the 10% significance level (Tables 3 and 4). The
linear regression approach which was used to assess the significance of the CP alongside the trend
showed that the p-values (probability) associated with the CP are 0.010 and 0.043 for LE and LA
respectively thus satisfying the significant level of 5% (Table 4). This implied that after applying the
shift (CP) to the series, the trend lost its significance and the CP stood out for both lakes.
Table 3. Result of Mann-Kendall trend analysis after applying the change point.
Sub-Period before Shift
Series
Lake
Enriquillo
Lake Azuei

Z Statistic

p-Value

0.013

0.848

0.013

0.840

Sub-Period after Shift
Z Statistic

p-Value

N

−0.100

0.122

N

N

−0.082

0.211

N

Table 4. Result of linear regression analysis for trend, change point and seasonality (periodicity).
Lake Enriquillo
Series

t Statistic

p-Value

Trend
Change Point
6-month periodicity
Annual periodicity

−0.423
2.596
0.413
4.787

0.673
0.010
0.680
3.62 × 10−6

Lake Azuei

N
*
N
***

t Statistic

p-Value

−0.524
0.631
3.610
2.742

0.601
0.043
0.0004
0.0067

N
*
***
**

In the above table “N” and the star symbols mean: Significance levels of p > 0.05 (N), 0.05 (∗), 0.01 (∗∗), and 0.001 (∗∗∗).

Both trend tests, Mann-Kendall and linear regression, produced consistent results that led to a
similar conclusion of having a significant positive shift. This implies that the 2005 regime shift was
able to explain the constant volume increase of both lakes since then. Both the monotonic trend and
shift are illustrated in Figure 11; note though that the monotonic trend was not significant. The results
for the scales of interannual and annual periodicity, however, showed that they were significant for
both lakes. In the case of LE only annual periodicity was significant while for LA both 6-month and
12-month periodicity was significant. These results were consistent when compared to the wavelet
spectrum analysis in which both annual and interannual scales emerged in different parts of the
temporal domain.
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Table 5. Storm and hurricane incidents in 80km of the lakes’ watershed (1972–2017).
NO

Year

Month

Name

Type

Distance to
Watershed (km)

Monthly Rainfall
at Jimani Station

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1979
1979
1998
2005
2007
2008
2008
2012

Jul
Sep
Sep
Oct
Oct
Aug
Aug
Aug

CLAUDETTE
DAVID
GEORGES
ALPHA
NOEL
FAYE
GUSTAV
ISAAC

Tropical Storm
Category 1 Hurricane
Category 3 Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm

18.8
51.0
28.2
0.0
48.8
3.7
71.5
53.1

123.4
170.7
230
257.4
225.8
214.4
214.4
115.6

If one accounts for the monthly rainfall introduced by the each of the storms and the low rate
of annual precipitation for the years following 2011, then these added volumes do not support the
extent of the lake’s growth, suggesting that the characteristics of the system and/or forcing factors
had changed. Three anomalies have been reported for the area of study which affected the lakes’
dynamic system: (i) The years between 2003 and 2012 featured consistent above-average amount
of rainfall (wet years); (ii) Change in basin land cover (continued deforestation causing less water
retention and evapotranspiration); (iii) Water flow into LE due to the break of the Trujillo dike in the
neighboring watershed in 2007 [82]. Cases (i) and (ii) are less probable in contributing to the lakes’
dramatic growth because the lakes’ basin had experienced above-average rainfall previously without
responding with significant growth. Also, the LA basin had been affected by deforestation for a much
longer period of time when compared to the LE basin, however, LA had never responded with a
significant increase before.
Recalling that the LA’s VTS has not shown the same sensitivity to the occurrence of the North
Atlantic cyclones, a different reason for the start of the simultaneous growth must exist. Since one can
safely assume that the same weather patterns persist for both lakes due to their proximity, alignment
in W-E directions, and being bounded by the same high mountain ranges in the south and north the
likelihood for not accounting for other hydro-climate components seems small. Instead, the authors
believe that the growth of LA is a response to the decreased hydraulic gradient between the lakes
substantially reducing the amount of water flowing from the higher lake (LA) to the lower elevation
(LE). This would create a “back up” effect causing LA to expand, and at the same time increasing the
hydraulic gradient again to increase the flow rate. Somewhere in this process is an equilibrium state
that remains dynamic however depending on weather patterns (sequence and occurrence of wet/dry
years) and the occurrences of anomalies.
While other anthropogenic influences such as the slowly continuing deforestation on both sides of
the border certainly have an impact on the time scales with which water moves and how long it resides
in specific stores, the authors are convinced that the Trujillo Dam failure even though only a single
(anthropogenic) event that occurred in 2007, i.e., several years before the continued growth patterns,
has had a long term impact on how the lakes responded and adjusted in the aftermath. Although at
first glance the event seemed to affect only LE by adding a significant water volume through extra
basin water transfer (from the Yaque del Sur basin) it aided significantly to the hydraulic gradient
reduction between the lakes and as such indirectly to the backup effect in LA. More research work
would need to be carried out in order to support and further substantiate this opinion, i.e., the land
strip separating the two lakes would need to be instrumented with an array of boreholes in which to
measure the actual flow rates between the lakes. Whether this is feasible in the future remains to be
seen because the border between Haiti and the DR runs through the narrow land strip in an area that is
notorious for its lack of safety for both equipment and people.
5. Conclusions
The paper first presented the algorithm for generating the monthly VTS of LA and LE using an
imputation approach. It is based on the observational VTS that was derived using Landsat images,
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hence having time intervals of about 16 days. The data series provided us with lake volume values for
the period between 1972 and 2017. The level of missingness in the set, however, forced us to consider
only the period between 1996–2014. Further subdivision of the observational VTS were dictated by
the time frame of different Landsat satellites and the occurrence of the North Atlantic cyclones in the
vicinity of the study area. The former factor influenced the choice of the suitable interval for imputation,
while the latter is responsible for the occurrences of discontinuities in the VTS. Among 15 different
multivariate imputation methods, the Stineman interpolation yielded the lowest NRMSE values, hence
it was chosen to construct the monthly time series. To validate the resampled monthly VTS of the lakes’
volume, it was compared with the 32-day VCDS. The assessment yielded non-significant differences
between the two datasets with a confidence interval of 99% thus demonstrating that the constructed
monthly VTS had the same statistical characteristics as the observational ones.
Analysis of the generated monthly VCTS using wavelet decomposition for both lakes showed
seasonal periodicity in the behavior of the lakes. The Pettitt test detected a significant change point for
the lakes occurring in 2005, which was correlated to consecutive cyclone incidents starting in 2005 and
continuing to 2012. Moreover, the outlier study showed the importance of cyclones striking the island.
Further assessment of the trend (using linear regression and Man-Kendall tests), CP, and periodicity
revealed that the VCTS did not feature a trend and that the continuous growth of the lakes from 2005
to 2014 was related to changes in the inside the study area that caused a shift in the storage of the lakes
starting in 2005.
Having compared the VTS of LE with the typical response shape (graph) of the closed-basin lake
to climate perturbation showed how the lake behaves during storm events and during the years of
recovery. As a typical response to a high-intensity event, the lake will grow for about one to two years
suggesting that the water stored in the subsurface of the surrounding watershed will, over the course
of 2 years, flow into the lake. After that, it takes about 5 years for the lake to return to its original
state, i.e., the sequence storm event, filling (growth), and subsidence spans an average period of about
6–7 years.
Based on this result, it is clear that for the years between 2005 to 2014, which did not behave as
expected, another factor/event came into play that contributed to the growth of LE besides the North
Atlantic cyclone events. This event occurred in 2007 when a dike preventing water of the Yaque del
Sur (which is a different watershed) from flowing into Lake Rincon (which is connected to LE through
a canal) was destroyed due to tropical storms Noel and Olga passing over the island. This resulted in a
prolonged uncontrolled discharge into Lake Rincon and from there onwards into LE. It is thus obvious
that anthropogenic events such as the Trujillo, significantly added to the lakes’ state going beyond just
climatologic forcing.
The paper also examined the lake characteristics and their synchronous and asynchronous behavior.
Given the fact that both lakes experience the same weather patterns, thus promulgating the notion of
similar if not exact rainfall and draught rates, it clear that other mechanisms need to be at play to explain
the asynchronous shrinking and growth patterns. Evidence was presented to the fact that the two
lakes must be connected leading to time variant flow rates that are based on the respective lake levels
encountered at any given point in time. This connectedness leads to asynchronous shrinkage/expansion
patterns in the absence of extreme precipitation such as encountered during hurricanes.
Lastly, the authors would want to point out some key aspects and findings that must be seen
in a larger context. Firstly, there is the realization that the explanation of the lakes’ shrinkage and
expansion patterns is complex. There is no ONE answer or reason that causes the behavior, rather it is
a multitude of processes and reasons that contribute to it some of which are local, some of which are
regional (Caribbean), others are global (North Atlantic Oscillations), some are entirely environmental
(hydro climatological, land cover) while others are of anthropogenic nature (deforestation and levee
construction and subsequent failure). Secondly, we are introducing a set of statistical or signal
processing analyses steps that can aid in understanding what forces and events were at play at certain
points in time and their impact on the lakes’ response patterns. This should help or at least be of
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interest to researchers who are interested in conducting lake research elsewhere in the context of
changing climate and weather patterns. Thirdly, we hope that the results obtained are of interest to
the general research community and also governmental research laboratories that conduct research
around the lakes, which could also be biologists and ecologists. Lastly, the research effort encountered
substantial adversity in terms of accessibility in both countries, in addition to a significant dearth of
missing information on almost all physical aspects that are related to the lakes be it hydro geological,
hydro climatological, or land surface in nature. We provided a path forward using information and
data that mostly (except the bathymetric data, but this is data we ourselves collected and which was
not available in either country) does not originate in either of the countries but is available as public
global information (United States websites). In other words, we tried to develop defendable scientific
insights from limited albeit generally accessible data sources to answer the questions posted.
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